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Non-lethal weapons, also called less-lethal weapons, less-than-lethal weapons, non-deadly weapons,
compliance weapons, or pain-inducing weapons are weapons intended to be less likely to kill a living target
than conventional weapons such as knives and firearms.It is often understood that unintended or incidental
casualties are risked wherever force is applied, but non-lethal weapons try to ...
Non-lethal weapon - Wikipedia
The sasumata (åˆºè‚¡, spear fork) is a pole weapon used by the samurai class and their retainers in feudal
Japan
Sasumata - Wikipedia
US Electromagnetic Weapons and Human Rights By Peter Phillips, Lew Brown and Bridget Thornton. This
research explores the current capabilities of the US military to use electromagnetic (EMF) devices to harass,
intimidate, and kill individuals and the continuing possibilities of violations of human rights by the testing and
deployment of these weapons.
Mind Justice - Targeted Individuals
The psychoacoustic effect of infrasonic, sonic and ultrasonic frequencies within non-lethal military warfare
techniques. Exploring the use of audio to influence humans physically and psychologically as a means of
non-lethal warfare methods throughout both the 20th and the 21st century.
The psychoacoustic effect of infrasonic, sonic and
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NASA FUTURE OF WARFARE - StopTheCrime
"Assault Weapons" Summary. Military-style semi-automatic firearms (so-called assault weapons) do not differ
materially from non-military style semi-automatic firearms (one bullet is fired for each pull of the trigger) and
are no more powerful than other semi-automatic weapons.
Assault Weapons - GunCite
Notable tech leaders and scientists have signed open letter petitions calling for a ban on lethal autonomous
weapons powered by artificial intelligence technologies. But a group of AI researchers ...
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